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$1. INTRODUCTION 
LET G be a compact Lie group acting orthogonally on IX”. By a classical theorem of Hilbert 
([14], p. 274), the algebra P((w”)G of G-invariant polynomials on Iw” is finitely generated. 
Let p,, . . . , pk be generators and let p = (p,, . . . , pk) denote the corresponding map from 
[w” to Dg’. The square of the radius function on Iw” is a proper map, and it is a polynomial 
in the pi’s Hence p is proper. Since P((w”)’ separates the orbits of G and since the orbit space 
IF/G is locally compact Hausdorff ([3], p. 38), p induces a homeomorphism p’ of [W”/G with 
the closed semi-algebraic subset p([w”) of [w” ([l], p. 100). lR”/G can be given a “smooth 
structure” by defining a function on KY/G to be smooth if it pulls back to a smooth function 
on R”, and p(Iw”) has a smooth structure defined by restricting the C” functions 6(Rk) on 
DBk to p([w”). It has been conjectured that p is an isomorphism of [W”/G and p([w”) together 
with their smooth structures. The conjecture is known in some special cases and it has 
proved useful in obtaining classification theorems for certain types of smooth group actions 
([3], Ch. VI; [4]). Of course, the conjecture is equivalent to 
THEOREM 1. Let G be a compact Lie group acting orthogonally on R”, let pl, . . . , pk be 
generators ~fP([w”)~, and let p = (pl, . . . , pk): R” + [Wk. Then 
p * b(uv) = a(w)o. (1.1) 
If G is {t_ l} acting on [WI, then (1.1) is a classical result of Whitney [15]. The case of 
the symmetric group on n letters acting on [w” is due to Glaeser [5]. Since P(R”) is dense in 
E(LW”) and since averaging over G is a continuous projection of &(IWn) onto &(LR”)~, P([w”)’ 
and p * E(R”) are dense in E([W”)‘. If one can choose algebraically independent generators 
pi of P([Wn)G, then Glaeser’s theorem ([5]; or [13], p. 177) shows that p * &(lRk) is closed in 
&([W”), proving (1 .I). Recently, many people have noticed that the Malgrange-Mather 
division theorem yields (1.1) for any finite G [2]. 
Theorem 1 may be extended as follows: Suppose the compact Lie group G acts smoothly 
on the C” manifold X such that there are only finitely many orbit types (e.g. X is compact, 
see [3]. p. 173). By a theorem of Mostow-Palais ([8]; [9]) X may be equivariantly embedded 
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as a closed G-invariant submanifold X’ of an orthogonal representation space c’ of G. 
Elements of 8(X’)’ extend to elements of a( V)G and Theorem 1 yields: 
THEOREM 2. Let G be a compact Lie group acting smoothi_v on the C” manifold X such 
that there are only finitely many orbit types. Then there are o,, . . . , u, E E( X)G SLICI~ that 
0 *a(V) = a(x)G (1.2) 
whereo=(o ,,..., a,). 
A crucial ingredient in our proof of Theorem 1 is a lemma showing that a surjectivity 
result such as (1.1) implies similar surjectivity results involving parameters. In 42 we prove 
this lemma using Grothendieck’s theory of topological tensor products and nuclear spaces 
(see [6]; [IO]; or [13]). In 93 we prove Theorem 1. 
I would like to thank Nolan Wallach for helpful discussions. The proof of Theorem 2 
is (I believe) an observation of Deligne and Poenaru. 
52. TOPOLOGICAL TENSOR PRODUCTS 
Let X be a C” manifold. b(X) will denote the space of real valued C” functions on X 
with the topology of uniform convergence of functions and all their derivatives on compact 
subsets of X. b(X) is a Frtchet nuclear space ([I 31, pp. 514 and 530). If K is a closed subset 
of X, then the space 8(X, K) of C” functions on X vanishing together with all their deriv- 
atives on K is closed in b(X). hence Frechet nuclear ([I 31, p. 514). We will often confuse a 
point x with {x}, and will abbreviate 8(X, {x)) as &(X. x), x E X. If the compact Lie group G 
acts smoothly on X, then S(X)’ and 8(X, K)G = &(A’, GK)G are closed in B(X) and Frechet 
nuclear, where GK denotes the set of all products gx for g E G. x E K. 
Let E, and E2 be Hausdorff locally convex topological vector spaces. If E, or E2 is 
nuclear, then the &-topology and rc-topology on E, @ E, agree and we denote by E, & E2 
the completion of E, 0 E2 with respect to the E (equivalently n)-topology. If Xand Yare C” 
manifolds, then the canonical bilinear map from B(X) x G(Y) into 8(X x Y) gives rise to 
an isomorphism 
8(X) 6 tF( Y) r B(X x Y). (2.1) 
If ui : Ej --* Fi , i = 1, 2, are continuous linear maps between nuclear spaces, then 
u, @ u2 : E, @ E2 + F, 6 F2 
will denote the continuous extension of u1 @ u2 to the completed tensor products ([13], 
p. 439). 
In 93 we will need the following 
LEMMA. Let X and Y be C” manijblds, let G be a compact Lie group acting smooth113 on 
Y and triviall~~ on X, and let o : Y -+ Rk be a smooth map each of whose component fknctions 
is G-invariant. ff (T * W(Rk) = a( Y)‘, then 
(id x a) * G(X x Rk) = G(X x Y)G (2 2) 
and, if K is closed in X, then 
(id x o) * 8(X x Rk. K x Rk) = b( X x Y, K x Y)G. (2.3) 
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Proof. Let Au denote averaging over G. There is a commutative diagram 
&F(X) 6 d(Rk) -2 d(X) @ &y Y)G d-- b(X) 63 b( y> 
I t I ” I 1 
8(X x Rk) u 8(X x Y)‘j 2- cqxx Y) 
(2.4) 
where i = id@ e*, j = id 6 Au, u = (id x o)*, and v and the other two vertical maps are 
induced by the isomorphism (2.1). Since Au is a surjection, u is a surjection, and since u* 
is a surjection, i is a surjection ([13] p. 441). Hence u is a surjection and we have proved (2.2). 
If F is a locally convex space, let Ccu( Y, F) denote the space of C” F-valued functions 
on Y (see [I 31, Ch. 40). If F is complete and Hausdorff, then ([ 131, p. 449) 
C”(Y,F)=&(Y)~F. (2.5) 
The canonical isomorphism of &( Y x X) with C”( Y, E(X)) ([13], p. 415) clearly induces 
isomorphisms 
&(Yx X, YXK)~C”(Y,b(X,K))2r~(Y)~j)(X,K) (2.6) 
where the composite of the two isomorphisms is induced by the isomorphism (2.1). The 
diagram (2.4) with &(X) replaced by &‘(A!, K), etc. yields (2.3) just as (2.4) yielded (2.2). 
Q.E.D. 
$3. VERIFICATION OF THE CONJECTURE 
Proof of Theorem 1, Note that if (1.1) holds for one set of generators {pi}, then it holds 
for any other set of generators (aj} since the p;s are polynomials in the 0;s. Since the action 
of G on P(R”) preserves degrees, we may (and will) assume that the pi are homogeneous of 
positive degree. 
Decompose R” as Fix(G) x V where Fix(G) is the fixed subspace of G, V its orthogonal 
complement. Suppose 6,, . . . , 6, are generators of P( V)G such that 0 * S(Rm) = b(V)‘, 
CJ= (0 1, . . . , a,). Then our lemma shows 
(id x a) * &Fix(G) x Rm) = &‘(Rn)G. 
Hence we may reduce to the case Fix(G) = (0). 
Letfe 8(R”)G. Then the Taylor series T offat 0 is a G-invariant formal power series. 
Hilbert’s result also holds in the context of formal power series, so there is a formal power 
series H in k variables such that p * H = T. By E. Borel’s theorem ([12], p. 78; or [13], p. 390) 
there is an h E &(Rk) having Taylor series H at 0. Hencef- p *h E c?(&!", 0)' and (1 .I) holds 
if we can prove 
p * b(Rk, 0) = &(W, 0)G. (3.1) 
Let r be the map 
Rx S”-‘3(t,e)t--,teER”, (3.2) 
and define 
E=(_fe&(R x S”-‘,O x Sn-l)GIf(-t, -@=f(r,tl);(t,@~R x S”-I} (3.3) 
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where G has the induced action on S”-’ and the trivial action on R. Using the chain rule 
and simple estimates or using Glaeser’s theorem one obtains 
c( * tp(R”, 0)’ = E. (3.4) 
Below we use an induction argument and the fact that Fix(G) = (0) to prove 
po * QR’) = &(S”-i)G (3.5) 
wherepodenotesprestrictedtoS”~‘.Letdi=degpi,i=1,...,k,andletA:iWk~1~IWk+’ 
be the map 
(t, x 1, ..*, xk) w (- f, (- l)dlx,, . . . , (- I)dkX,). (3.6) 
Let F denote the A-invariant functions in d(R x Rk, 0 x Rk). Then our lemma and (3.5) 
show 
(id x po) * F = E. (3.7) 
Finally, let /I be the map 
(t, x 1, . . . , xk) H (t2, tdlx,, . . . , td”&). (3.8) 
We will show that 
B * b(R x Rk, 0) IpxPo(sn-l) = Fl..,,(sn-1). (3.9) 
Note that 
B 0 (id x PO> = k2, pl, . . . , PA 0 a (3.10) 
where r denotes the radius function on R”. Since r2 is a polynomial in the pi’s, (3.4), (3.7), 
(3.9), and (3.10) yield 
a * p * b( w, 0) = u * b( w, 0)G. (3.11) 
Since LX* is injective, (3.11) proves (3.1) and hence (1.1). 
Q.E.D. 
Proof of (3.5). It clearly s&ices to prove 
p * &(I@ - 0) = S(W - 0)G. (3.12) 
Let H be any compact Lie group such that dim H < dim G or such that dim H = dim G 
and H has fewer components than G. By induction on dimension and then number of com- 
ponents, we may assume Theorem 1 holds for H. In particular, since Fix(G) = {0}, we may 
assume Theorem 1 holds for all isotropy groups G,, p E R” - 0. 
Let p E R” - 0, let N denote the tangent vectors at p normal to the orbit Gp, let B 
denote the ball of radius 6 in N, 6 > 0, and define 
S={p+blb~B}. 
Then if 6 is sufficiently small, there is an equivariant diffeomorphism ([3], pp. 84-85) 
Gx,~SLGS (3.13) 
k77 81 - gs. 
Let A denote the injection of S into GS. Then (3.13) shows there is a (topological) iso- 
morphism 
A * : c$(GS)~ L CY(S)GP. (3.14) 
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Let 0,, . . . . cm be homogeneous generators of P(N)‘p of positive degree. We may 
assume the bj’s are a minimal set of generators, i.e. the rrj’s project to a vector space basis 
of I/1’ where I denotes the ideal in P(N)‘p of polynomials vanishing at the origin. Let Zj 
denote cj considered as a function on S, j = 1, . . . , m, and let ai denote pi restricted to S, 
i=l 3 -..1 k. We show that the cj’s are C” functions of the pi’s near p: Since the pi are 
G,-invariant, there are polynomials H,, . . . , Hk such that 
pi - pi(p) = H,(iT,, . . . , CT,,,) i=l,...,k. (3.15) 
Since polynomials are dense in J(GS), averaging over G shows that P(R”)’ is dense in 
&(GS)G. Then (3.14) shows that (p 0 A) * P(Rk) and (p 0 A) * b(Rk) are dense in S(S)‘p. 
Thus ([5], p. 204: or [ 1 I], p. 143) there are formal power series Kj such that 
tj = Kj(Pr - PI(P), . * .t pk - pk(p)> j= l,...,m, (3.16) 
where rj denotes the Taylor series of Zj at p. Let H denote (H,, . . . , H,), and let Lj denote 
the linear part of K,, j = 1, . . . , m. Then (3.15) and (3.16) imply 
(Lj 0 H)(a,, . . .) 0,) E bj + I2 j= 1 , . . . . m. (3.17) 
The minimality of the bj’s shows that 
(LjoH)(y,,..*, y,) = yj + higher order terms j=l 3 a**, m (3.18) 
for any indeterminates y,, . . . , y,,,. Hence H, considered as a map from R” to R’, has an 
injective differential at the origin. The inverse function theorem and (3.15) then show that 
the Fj are real analytic functions of the pi - pi(p) in a neighborhood of p. 
Let f E G(lR” - 0)‘. Then 1. *fe J?(S)‘p and by the induction hypothesis A *fis a C” 
function of the cj’s, hence of the pi’s, in a neighborhood of p. In other words, there is a 
C” function gP defined in a neighborhood VP of p(p) in Rk - 0 such that p * gp =fin a 
(by (3.14)) G-invariant neighborhood UP of p. Since p(U,) is open in p(R”), we may shrink 
VP so that VP n p(W) = p( Up). Let {cp,} be a partition of unity subordinate to the open cover 
{VP} of p(R” - 0) where p varies over R” -- 0. Then 
Q.E. D. 
Proqf of(3.9). (Note that p fails to meet the criteria of Glaeser’s theorem.) Let B be a 
closed bounded rectangle in Rk containing pO(S”-‘), let K = [- 1, l] x B, and let L denote 
P(K). We write points in iw x Rk as pairs (1, x), t E R, x = (x,, . . . , xk) E [wk. Define the 
geodesic distance between two points in L to be the infimum of the lengths of all rectifiable 
curves in L joining the two points. If (t, x), (T, y) EL where T 2 t, then the straight lines 
between (1, x) and (7, x) and between (r, x) and (5, y) lie in L and have total length 
T - t + Ix - ~1 where 1 1 denotes the Euclidean norm in Rk. Thus the geodesic metric on L 
is equivalent to the usual Euclidean metric on L, i.e. L is l-regular ([12], p. 76). 
Let II E F. and for 6 > 0, t 2 0 define 
Qt. x1, . . , Xk) = h((t + d)1’2, (t + 8)-d1’2X*. . . . , (t + b)-d*‘2Xk). 
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Since h(/, x) and all its derivatives approach 0 uniformly on bounded subsets of R x R” 
as r + 0, fa and all its derivatives converge uniformly on L as 6 + 0. Hence. since L is I- 
regular, there is an f E 8(R x [WA. 0) which agrees on L with the limit of Jd as d -+ 0 ([7], 
Ch. I; or [12], Ch. IV). Clearly p *f = 11 on K. Since p is non-singular away from 0 x Rk. 
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